see how the history and culture of German migrants from Pennsylvania merges with the development and dissemination of shape-note hymnody.
George Pullen Jackson uncovered and told the story of the "Fasola Folk" and their shape-note hymnody in the 1930s, and this has remained the basic narrative ever since his publications. 4 Accordingly, America's home-grown, accessible notation in triangles, circles, squares, and diamonds moved southward from Philadelphia and harrisburg, Pennsylvania, to Winchester and harrisonburg, Virginia, in the 1810s. here, Ananias Davisson's harrisonburg print shop became a major publishing center for shape-note hymnody, and the tradition quickly spread throughout the mid-Atlantic and southern united states. once in the south, this specialized notation took on a life of its own, transforming itself into what is today commonly thought of as the sacred harp tradition.
As told, this story leaves a gaping geographical hole, that is, the hundred or so miles between compilers and singers in harrisburg and those of the northern shenandoah Valley. The brandstetter tunebook, however, suggests that Washington County, maryland-along with other medial towns in southern Pennsylvania and western maryland-could fill in a portion of this gap, thus better explaining the migration of shape-note hymnody. There is still another important reason to give this tunebook a closer look. musicological studies often privilege large cities and urban areas, but in doing so the discipline can easily miss significant elements of nineteenth-century musical life. Incorporating into the historical narrative a manuscript tunebook belonging to an individual, like that of maria brandstetter, draws a more complete picture of early nineteenthcentury musical and ethnic culture in such isolated, rural, and largely barnett unexamined areas as western maryland. Thus, through the brandstetter tunebook we can better understand one community's musical life and the role that community came to play in the most native musical tradition of the young united states.
In order to thoroughly investigate the brandstetter tunebook, we will isolate the unique qualities of the source and investigate each aspect within its particular context. As stated previously, the tunebook contains a mix of American hymnody and German chorale tunes. since each of these genres comes from separate musical traditions, it is imperative that we be clear about the historical circumstances surrounding each tradition's existence in early nineteenth-century America. In addition to the musical contents of the brandstetter book, we will consider the regional and cultural contexts within which this tunebook was created. This examination will allow us to identify the broader community from which the brandstetter book arose and make possible comparisons with other contemporary and local sources.
Maria Brandstetter's Tunebook
The brandstetter tunebook begins with a title page reading, "maria brandstetter's melodie und sing-buch in Waschington [sic] County: maryland. 1820." below this, a descendant of maria brandstetter wrote "Great Grand mother's song book" (see fig. 1 ). This title page gives us a name, a location, and a date of origin.
The only printed aspect of the book is the staved pages, since the staves are identical and line up perfectly throughout the book. Following the title page is a brief, one-page "rudiments" section (see fig. 2 ). The rudiments consist of one large stave split between treble clef on the left and bass clef on the right, with note names given to every line and space. The scale is written out in shaped-notation according to a natural key signature, and all the possible durations from whole note to eighth note are given. below the scale is a short explanation of how to locate mi (the leading tone of this four-syllable solfège system) in keys of up to four accidentals in either the sharp or flat direction. All titles and explanations are in German. There are sixty-one tunes on sixty-five pages, of which thirty-one are German and twenty-nine are American. 5 Two different styles of handwriting are observable in the texts (the music remains consistent throughout), and they are specifically connected to language. The German texts are written in nineteenth-century Fraktur. The english poetry is written using a neat cursive script in the same colored ink (see fig. 3 ). The number of German tunes outweighs American songs in the first half of the book, with the balance shifting toward American tunes in the second half, but there is no clear pattern to the songs' order. To a degree, the order of works reflects the manner in which many American tunebooks of the time were set up, with more difficult or intricate tunes placed near the end of the collection, though this is not strictly followed in the brandstetter tunebook.
American Contents of the brandstetter Tunebook
The english-language tunes in the book cover the history of American hymnody through the first two decades of the nineteenth century. With only one exception (Samantha), all of them are set in three voices using shape notation and are given titles with corresponding poetic meters and numbers. The texts within the music are in english, but a German verse is always given at the bottom of the page. These verses are not translations of the english; some are well-known chorale verses, while others are simply German texts with sacred themes fitting the meter of the tune (see fig. 3 ).
In order to provide context for the presence of these American tunes within the brandstetter tunebook, we should revisit some of the most relevant stages in the development of the shape-note tradition. shapenote hymnody is a direct descendant of the earliest european music produced on American shores, arising from the need for a musically illiterate population to provide music during worship services. In response to the desire for "regular singing"-as opposed to the "old Way"-the singing school institution was developed in the early decades of the 1700s to teach singers, especially teenagers and young people, to read and sing printed music. 6 Through the rest of the eighteenth and into the nineteenth century, singing schools became widely popular and spread all over the country, creating a market for tunebooks aimed at the instructional goals of the singing school, as well as the new population of literate singers seeking new music to perform. 7 In an effort to simplify the task of learning solmization (and to gain an advantage in the burgeoning business of tunebook compilation), William little and William smith of Philadelphia were granted a patent for printing music using shaped-note heads in 1798. 8 The system used the now-famous combination of triangles, circles, squares, and diamonds to indicate the proper solmization syllables following the four-syllable method being used in American singing schools. As is well known, the first shape-note tunebook was little and smith's The Easy Instructor (1801), which began with an introduction and the rudiments of musicincluding how the shape-note system works-followed by anthems, hymns, and fuging tunes that were commonly sung in New england. Despite The Easy Instructor's innovative approach to musical literacy and its popular musical contents, a contemporary musical reform movement in New england that saw shape notes and the earlier New england compositions as unsophisticated and unscientific challenged the book's success in the region. This "better music" movement limited the influence of shape notes in New england and led some northern singing school instructors to search for new opportunities among the rural and frontier communities in the south and West, including the settlements of western maryland. 9 still, The Easy Instructor found an audience (mostly outside of New england), and beginning in 1808, new editions were printed every year or two for more than a decade. 10 As the singing schools moved into new territory, publishers soon learned that a tunebook's success depended in large part on its musical contents meeting the tastes and needs of potential buyers, so new tunebooks needed to be compiled and printed with consideration for regional preferences. The most successful compilations following The Easy Instructor-those of John Wyeth and, later, Ananias Davisson-fit the character of their audiences and influenced later collections.
Throughout his life, the printer John Wyeth appears to have had little interest in music, but his job as a newspaper publisher in harrisburg, Pennsylvania, kept him abreast of the developments in tunebook publication and its expanding popularity. As shown by David Warren steel, Wyeth's momentous Wyeth's Repository of Sacred Music (1810) demonstrates Wyeth's desire to print and sell a popular tunebook rather than to make any type of musical statement. 11 his appeal to the marketplace is exhibited in part by his use of the little and smith shape-note system but also by the fact that the great majority of tunes in the Repository appeared in previously published books that had at least shown some success in the market. 12 The contents point to popular northern tunebooks of the preceding decades, especially little and smith's The Easy Instructor, because a number of unique errors and misattributions are repeated in Wyeth's collection. 13 Though the tunes of the Repository come from a psalmody that lacked the popularity it once had in the northern colonies, the book met with great success in Pennsylvania, going through four editions in its first decade alone. 14 This is a credit to Wyeth's grasp of the rural Pennsylvanian tastes that had not yet been tainted by the ideas of the northern reformers. The German population of the region showed a particular preference for shape notes, as well as the raw style of the early New england tunes. 15 The brandstetters, as we will see, were a part of this German population.
Wyeth's Repository of Sacred Music, Part Second (1813) resembled his first Repository but was completely different in terms of content. 16 At the turn of the nineteenth century, the emotionally charged religious revivals known as "camp meetings" were spreading, and these meetings generated a new type of hymn that used folksong and folk-like melodies in combination with religious texts. 17 The new folk hymns were easy to learn and memorize and served the needs of the revival singers. Wyeth's Part Second included a number of these folk hymns, harmonized so that each singer's part retained melodic interest.
With his Repository available to the evangelical mainstream, Wyeth's Part Second offered the "radical evangelicals" a tunebook that served their needs as well. because Wyeth was positioned in harrisburg, near the edge of frontier America, his books supplied settlers with New england psalmody (still new to Americans in the southern half of the country) and revival music (which was popular along the newly settled edges of the south and West).
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The next step in the story of shape-note hymnody leads to harrisonburg, Virginia, and the publications of Ananias Davisson, notably the Kentucky Harmony (1816) and the Supplement to the Kentucky Harmony (1820). Davisson's tunebooks are often portrayed by earlier scholars as the collections that brought the works of Yankee tunesmiths and spiritual folk hymns into the southern portion of the country. 19 more recent scholarship has emphasized Davisson's role in standardizing tunebook compilation procedures, specifically in the separation of tunes by their intended use (whether it be ecclesiastical or social-secular). 20 even modern tunebook publications within the shape-note community have focused on Davisson's published collections as foundations for their contents. 21 To be certain, Davisson's place in American hymnody and his influence are undeniable, yet the details concerning the movement from Pennsylvania into the shenandoah Valley remain clouded, leaving a large gap between Wyeth and Davisson-a gap within which the brandstetters of western maryland are located.
Ananias Davisson (1780-1857) was a printer in harrisonburg, Virginia, who likely had experience as a singing master within the first two decades of the nineteenth century. 22 his Kentucky Harmony mixed northern hymns and fuging tunes with revivalist folk hymns. Davisson printed a number of new tunes in familiar styles, claiming authorship for some, but the most significant source of music for his tunebook appears to have been Wyeth's two Repositories, which, according to Irving lowens, account for no less than 98 of the 143 tunes found in Davisson's first edition of the Kentucky Harmony. 23 The Kentucky Harmony went through five printings in a decade, and the Supplement received at least three from 1820 to 1825. Taking into consideration that Davisson sold the books in the more spacious rural and frontier states of Virginia, Tennessee, the Carolinas, Georgia, Kentucky, and ohio, his accomplishment is all the more impressive. 24 scholars have traced Davisson's influence on the shape-note tradition through analysis of later mid-Atlantic and southern tunebooks. 25 The question remains, however, of how he first came into contact with this musical tradition. since he was the first in his area to bring the music into print, he had no local predecessors; and even in 1820, four years after Davisson's first publication, there is no surviving data to suggest that Wyeth was selling either his Repository or Part Second in Virginia. 26 The theory that Davisson learned of shape notes from itinerant singing masters lucius and Amzi Chapin has been suggested, but there is little hard evidence to support it. 27 A key to answering this puzzling question may be found within the community that produced the brandstetter tunebook. upon closer scrutiny of the brandstetter book's American tunes, the numbers accompanying each tune correspond exactly to those of Wyeth's Repository of Sacred Music. The three voice parts are also exact matches to the treble, tenor, and bass parts in Wyeth. While the Repository is clearly the source, it is more difficult to determine which of his editions was used. The first edition from 1810 can be eliminated, since the tune Virginia does not have the same number in the brandstetter book as it does in Wyeth's (this was one of the few tunes that saw a number change between Repository editions). The second through the final fifth editions match the tune numbers within the brandstetter book, making all of them likely sources from which the American hymn tunes were copied. 28 The fourth edition is the latest possible source, given that its publication date is 1818, two years before maria brandstetter's book was dated. The fifth edition was published in 1820, and it seems less likely that the western maryland Germans would have already obtained, used, and then created a personal tunebook from it within the same year.
If either the second or the third edition served as the main source for American tunes, then the brandstetter tunebook indicates that Wyeth's early publications-which served as models for Ananias Davisson's Kentucky Harmony (1816)-were known and used in western maryland, possibly before Davisson's first tunebook compilations. If either the 1818 or 1820 edition was the model for brandstetter, the presence of Wyeth's collection in western maryland is still significant in that it brings shapenote hymnody seventy miles closer to the shenandoah Valley than previous evidence has shown, filling in a gap between important shape-note compilers in eastern Pennsylvania and Virginia.
The exceptional tune, Samantha, requires some attention at this point, as it provides some interesting insights into the history of maria brandstetter's book (see fig. 4 ). The tune is "exceptional" for several reasons. Samantha is the only American tune in the book where only two voices (lead and bass) are written out, though the tunebook's creator may have planned on providing a treble, since the bars were drawn out on the top stave-a feature not seen in the two-part chorales (see fig. 6 ). Samantha barnett also lacks a German verse, and the bold titling, meter, and number are replaced by cursive handwriting and the key of the tune-"Flat Key on A." 29 The first person to print Samantha was Ananias Davisson (who titled it "Samanthra"), but he did not publish the tune until the second edition of his Supplement to the Kentucky Harmony, printed later in 1820, following the first edition earlier that same year (see fig. 5 ). 30 This is the same year as the 1820 date written on the title page of the brandstetter book. since Samantha is written only in english and does not appear to be as carefully set as the other tunes within the maryland tunebook, it may have been a later addition onto a page that was initially left blank. This opens up the possibility that the 1820 date on the brandstetter book is not so much a finishing date as the year when compilation of the book began. 31 There are two later editions of the Repository (1826 and 1834), but these "enlarged and improved" (Wyeth's words) versions had a larger proportion of "second-rate european hymn-tunes which had all but snuffed out the American idiom in large urban centers by 1826." 32 These final two versions also contained a large number of typesetting errors in the old American tunes. 33 Neither of these later characteristics is reflected in the brandstetter tunebook, however, making it quite unlikely that the maryland tunebook was compiled from the 1826 or 1834 Repository edition.
There are also textual and musical discrepancies between the brandstetter version of Samantha and Davisson's (besides the addition of the because of all the deviations and subtle changes, there is no clear way of knowing the exact source for Samantha. but if the late addition was from Davisson's work and we take the 1820 date on the brandstetter tunebook as the year of its creation, the relationship with the Supplement to the Kentucky Harmony may further indicate exchange between the shenandoah Valley and Washington County, deepening the connection between the two regions and their inhabitants. 34 except for Samantha, we can connect all of the brandstetter tunebook's American contents to Wyeth's Repository of Sacred Music. even with this intriguing thread between Wyeth in harrisburg and this small manuscript book in hagerstown, how this music began moving southward through western maryland and into the shenandoah Valley remains unclear. There is, however, more that the brandstetter tunebook may reveal, and we must consider the contents within the maryland tunebook that point to a transatlantic influence separate from the developing Anglo-American musical practices. by examining the German contents of the book, we will begin to develop a better picture of the community and cultural context in which the brandstetter tunebook was created.
German Contents of the Brandstetter Tunebook
The German works within the brandstetter tunebook come from the chorale tradition; of the thirty-one tunes, twenty-two can be identified by their text incipit in Johannes Zahn's compendium of chorale melodies. 35 These tunes are in the european style, set in two parts, with the melody in the upper voice and a supporting line in the lower voice, which would have served as the foundation for a figured bass, though no figures are given. The melodies themselves do not match Zahn's versions exactly, but the differences appear to be variants or embellishments typical of aural transmission between regions and generations. There are no titles given, and the texts for these songs are entirely in German (see fig. 6 ). of the tunes that were not connected directly to chorale melodies in Zahn (texts that either did not match their corresponding tunes or were not in Zahn's index), seven were in the same two-part style, with a mostly conjunct melody expected of the chorale.
Two pieces with German-only texts show signs of possible American influence. one of the works is stylistically related to the fuging tune, following the sectionalized format and staggered entrances of the genre. both works are set in three voices, with each voice showing melodic interest and not simply supporting harmony (see figs. 7 and 8). It should be noted that all the German tunes use shape notes.
The presence of this chorale repertory in combination with German serving as the primary language of the book indicates that the community of which maria brandstetter was a part likely had a significant German background. Anglo-American influence, however, is certainly present within the pages of the tunebook. To better understand this German community in western maryland and their musical culture, we must examine the migration of Germans in the northeastern united states.
German Immigration and Musical Culture
many of the Germans who settled in western maryland were migrants from central and southeastern Pennsylvania or new arrivals in Philadelphia harbor, moving on a southward path toward the backcountry of maryland, Virginia, and North Carolina. This movement parallels the route shape-note hymnody followed as it descended below the masonDixon line and, in the early decades of the nineteenth century, the two migrations converged. Due to the culturally adaptive nature of certain German sects settling within this region, we can observe a blending of German musical culture with the growing American hymn tradition of the mid-Atlantic in the early 1800s. This blending of cultures is illustrated in the musical materials (especially tunebooks) used by German American communities and singers. As we shall see, the brandstetter family was a part of this migration story, and maria brandstetter's tunebook demonstrates a merging of German heritage with the surrounding American culture.
The first organized group of German immigrants landed in Philadelphia's harbor in october 1683, and in the decades that followed, Figure 8 . Three-part setting with considerably more rhythmic and melodic activity in all parts relative to the other German-only tunes found within the brandstetter tunebook. barnett a continuous flow of German colonists-in search of better economic opportunities or an escape from religious persecution-began to populate the Pennsylvania territory. 36 between 1683 and the mid-1720s, about twenty thousand settlers of German descent had entered the colony; but by 1776, an estimated seventy-six thousand additional Germans had entered the port of Philadelphia (the vast majority having arrived before 1755). 37 The initial German colonists-those arriving before 1730-found that success in the New World was, in part, best achieved by maintaining the collective villages of the old World, and large communities of German-speaking immigrants began forming in the north and west of bucks, Philadelphia, and lancaster Counties. The prosperity of these early settlements and news of their progress back in the homeland attracted more Germans who sought to begin their new life among fellow colonists with whom there was at least a linguistic connection, if not also a religious, familial, or social tie. 38 The positive reports of German colonists led to a boom in German immigration into Pennsylvania but also resulted in some unfortunate consequences. The following decades witnessed an ever-increasing number of German immigrants entering into Philadelphia, peaking with the arrival of nearly thirty-five thousand colonists just between the years 1749 and 1754. 39 by 1760 there existed a definable "Pennsylvania German" area that included the northern parts of bucks and Philadelphia Counties and nearly all of the counties of lancaster, berks (which included what would become Dauphin), Northampton, and York. 40 While this rapid expansion of the "German nation" provided a welcome home for German settlers, it also quickly led to a shortage of good available land and, at times, placed new frontier settlers beyond the legally purchased Pennsylvania border and in more direct contact with hostile Indians. 41 many frontier Germans were still willing to live amidst the danger of the Delaware Indian offensives, but they expected some support from the authorities in return. backcountry communities petitioned the Quaker government for protection, but their pleas continually went unanswered. 42 In addition to the growing struggle to find good land and protect German settlements, William Penn's land policies made owning land difficult, especially for newly arrived and relatively impoverished colonists. Among the problematic laws were a rise in acreage price by more than 50 percent of previous rates and a doubling of quitrents in 1732. 43 For settlers who were not a part of the first phase of immigration-and were often less wealthy upon entering the colonies than those Germans who had come before-these changes from the land office placed the prospect of beginning a new life and gaining financial security further out of reach. 44 In response to the actions of the land office and its failure to act on Indian resentment, many Germans living in Pennsylvania took political action against Penn's government; other settlers, however, began looking elsewhere for opportunity. 45 Jost hite, a signer of a 1728 petition for defense against Indians, took a proactive stance and began an important progression southward, seeking safety from the attacks. 46 In 1731 hite bought land in the northern shenandoah Valley where a small German community, migrating from North Carolina, had been forming since 1714. 47 Following an old Indian trail that crossed the susquehanna and monocacy rivers, known as the "monocacy road," hite traveled through western maryland and reached his new home near present-day Winchester, Virginia. sixteen other families, either blood relatives or friends of hite, made the journey as well. The success of the colony in Virginia created a new "German area" to which disgruntled Pennsylvania Germans and new German immigrants could move and settle, beginning a large migration from Pennsylvania into Virginia.
maryland's government took note of the movement through its western reaches. by the 1730s falling tobacco prices had maryland officials pleading with their citizens (nearly all of whom lived along the eastern and western shores of the Chesapeake bay) to grow more grain. Although the overworked, tobacco-worn soil along the Chesapeake was no longer as fertile, fear and uncertainty made tidewater residents hesitant to journey into the western hinterland. If settlements were already established, however, the marylanders along the shores might be encouraged to make the move. upon hearing about the activity of the German migrants, maryland's proprietor, lord baltimore, made a 1732 proclamation-the very year of Pennsylvania's land office price hikes-offering special terms and protection to families willing to stay in maryland:
Any family that would arrive within the next three years and promise to settle in maryland "on any of the back lands on the Northern or Western boundarys of our said province" should receive two hundred acres of land of their own choosing, completely free for three years; from the fourth year on they should pay a rent of one cent per acre per year. moreover, "We doe Assure all such that they shall be as well secured in their liberty and property in maryland as any of his majesty's subjects in any part of the british Plantations in America." 48 lord baltimore achieved the results he desired, as many German travelers accepted the offer and began to permanently settle in western maryland. 49 similar to the process observed in the German colonization of Pennsylvania, once a community of Germans began forming, more migrant Germans followed, and the newly formed towns of western maryland grew quickly-particularly Frederick and Cumberland, which were the two largest cities in mid-eighteenth-century maryland, and later hagerstown, founded in 1762. 50 This settlement continued into the nineteenth century and included members of the brandstetter clan. sometime in the mid-eighteenth century, Johann[es] ma[t]thias brandstetter brought his family to the New World from Germany. The first records of their existence in the colonies are land grants from 1770 in Frederick County, maryland (which included what would become Washington County in 1776, the home county of maria brandstetter), though they were likely on American shores at an earlier date. 51 mathias had three children: barbara, Andrew, and matthew, who joined maryland's militia during the revolution in 1777. The 1790 census places an Andrew brandstetter-possibly mathias's brother (Andreas) or eldest son (Andrew)-in Dauphin County, Pennsylvania (the county surrounding John Wyeth's headquarters in harrisburg). The 1800 and 1810 censuses show that the brandstetter clan was thriving in western maryland, with three brandstetter men (including Andrew, who had moved from Dauphin) living with wives and children in the area. because the brandstetters migrated from Pennsylvania-like many other Germans who, during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, settled in the mountains of western maryland and the shenandoah Valley-we can see the origins of their musical culture in the music of the Pennsylvania Germans.
As Daniel Jay Grimminger explains in Sacred Song and the Pennsylvania Dutch, the Germans who arrived in American harbors consisted of three categories of Christian denominations, differing in theology and musical practices. The sektenleute included denominations that emphasized a theology of separation, removing themselves from the larger society (within this group are the Amish and mennonite orders). Those who placed less emphasis on separation but who lived communally and at least somewhat isolated from mainstream society were the brüderge-meinen, more widely known as the moravians. Finally, the nonseparatist Kirchenleute-represented by the lutheran and German reformed Churches-worked to become a part of, and serve, the larger communities around them. of course, for the social and economic reasons discussed above, these immigrants often lived among other Germans, but not because their religion prescribed separation. 52 since the Kirchenleute (Church Germans) were more willing to interact with Anglo-American society, however, they participated in a "process of cultural compromise" that resulted in American music becoming a part of lutheran and reformed practices. 53 This cultural compromise between German and American traditions is what we find in the brandstetter tunebook (American tunes in english alongside chorale tunes in German).
Aside from the fact that all the German communities that established themselves in the New World valued art and music, a palpable tension began to grow between those wanting to retain their Germanic heritage versus others wishing to assimilate their new Anglo-American culture. because the Church Germans maintained a tradition of written sacred music, surviving sources demonstrate how "Germanizers" and "Americanizers" tried to use music to achieve their respective goals. 54 Through these sources, a transition from traditional German sacred music to hymnody dominated by Anglo-American traits can be observed during the early decades of the nineteenth century. The characteristics of the sources showing how Germans adapted Anglo-American practices are most important because they connect the manuscript source from western maryland to the musical materials in Pennsylvania, reflecting both cultural retention and acculturation.
Cultural retention within German immigrant communities is best represented by the chorale (German hymn) tradition. The chorale was the most essential musical element of German culture and, not surprisingly, made up the majority of immigrant repertoire. Chorale books-which contained music or just the texts-were among the few printed items accompanying migrating Germans, and the significant number of textonly books illustrates just how ingrained the chorale tradition was for early settlers, as certain tunes had been memorized and did not require notation. 55 The strong presence of the chorale tradition made retention easy; if new books were needed, they could simply be shipped from Germany. economic strains and war in the latter decades of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries often interrupted this commerce, however, necessitating the creation of musical materials by Germans living in America. 56 For the Germans wishing to preserve the musical culture of their homeland, the new publications in America needed to resemble the materials used in Germany. 57 An analysis of these "retentive" tunebooks reveals a number of uniquely Germanic elements. First, German was the sole language used throughout such books, from title pages and introductions to music texts and indexes. The introductions of retentive books tended to put forward the goals of the book as seen by its compiler(s). This stands in sharp contrast to the "rudiments of music" section commonly found in Anglo-American tunebooks. because most Germans crossing the Atlantic in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries knew how to read music, an explanation of musical notation was usually unnecessary. 58 The texts of retentive tunebooks show a concern for traditional lutheran and reformed values, especially the gift of God's grace, justification by faith alone, the sacraments, and such key theological ideas as the Trinity and Christ's two natures.
The choice of music included in these books also reflects a German heritage, with chorales serving as the predominant genre. The majority of the books were printed from engravings or punched plates, instead of the moveable type common to American music printers. When moveable type was used, the typeface was imported from Germany. of course, note heads were round without exception, as shape notes were purely American in origin. Chorales were often printed on two staves and in two parts with an unrealized figured bass. In some cases, three-and fourvoice settings were used, but they maintained the musical characteristics of the chorale style. The music tended to move homophonically in rather constant, square rhythms, and melodies were conjunct, employing small intervals, mostly seconds and thirds (see fig. 9 ). 59 extant tunebooks studied by Grimminger from this retention stage are most numerous between 1786 and 1833. 60 In the early nineteenth century, however, an english-speaking element was increasingly present within German communities, along with an increasing interest in AngloAmerican traditions, indicating that a process of acculturation had begun. The greater preponderance of the english language can be attributed, in part, to the need of a new generation of German Americans to do business and interact with their Anglo neighbors. 61 but the english language did not necessarily have to become a part of religious-musical practice.
lutheran and reformed parochial schools in eighteenth-century North America were holding their own singing schools, in many ways paralleling the American model. 62 There is also evidence detailing the singing school activity of certain mennonite denominations of Pennsylvania. 63 like the Anglo-American institution born in the colonies to teach "regular singing," these schools were meant to give students grounding in musical notation and the church music repertoire. (They also offered courting opportunities to young Germans, just as they had for contemporary english students.) 64 While the schools were used by Germanizers to pass on their ethnic identity to a younger generation, the outside influence of American culture was reflected in the materials used and produced by the singing masters. This cross-pollination can be seen most clearly by contrasting the elements of the "retentive tunebook" and the new "adaptive tunebook." 65 Whereas the German language dominated retentive tunebooks, adaptive tunebooks tended to be bilingual. english tune names sometimes appear at the head of pieces, and song texts can be in both German and english. At times, a song will have verses in both english and German, though they are usually not direct translations from one to the other. even when German serves as the main language, the texts may reveal AngloAmerican connections. An example is the introduction to Joseph Doll's 1810 tunebook, Leichter Unterricht. This title, "The easy Instruction," is curiously similar to the first shape-note tunebook by little and smith, which had gained popularity less than a decade before Doll's publication. Not only is the title shared, but the introduction is nearly a direct translation of the one found in little and smith's The Easy Instructor. 66 Also included in Doll's introductory material is a section on rudiments, a characteristic of other adaptive tunebooks.
The song texts themselves also suggested an American influence. The second Great Awakening brought revivalist themes to the theology of some lutheran and reformed Germans, affecting particularly a shift "from a theology of 'Justification' to a theology of 'sanctification.'" 67 Though this change was not a complete about-face among Germans interested in revivalism, its presence is noticeable in the sentimental texts found in some adaptive tunebooks and the presence of fewer hymns focusing on the sacraments of the church. 68 Adaptive tunebooks also contain new genres of music outside the German chorales of retentive tunebooks. Although the earliest books of this type still drew mostly on european sources, the fuging tunes, anthems, and, eventually, folk hymns of the American shape-note tradition began to appear more and more frequently. over time, American (or American-like) tunes became more prevalent within German tunebooks, eventually shifting the balance from German-to American-dominated content. Accompanying the American influence on tune selection is an apparent move away from the two-voice figured-bass setting of chorale books toward the three-and four-voice settings more common in AngloAmerican tunebooks. 69 The melodic nature of the music changed as well, and tunes began to contain wider leaps and somewhat less consistently conjunct lines. As Paul Westermeyer has shown, this shift began to occur even in newly composed tunes by German authors, suggesting that the Anglo-American influence went beyond musical selection and began infecting taste and style. 70 since the hymns Doll and other German tunebook compilers adopted came from popular American collections, it is no surprise that these printers began setting the music in shape-note notation. because the fourshape method of little and smith relied on moveable type, printers no longer produced books using engraved sheets or punch plates, and so German adaptive tunebooks (see fig. 10 ) assumed the appearance of contemporary American shape-note collections.
Following the adaptive nature of Leichter Unterricht, which was published in several editions and multiple volumes, Grimminger examines Johannes rothbaust's Die Franklin Harmonie (harrisburg, 1821) as an example of "acculturation," the next step toward cultural amalgamation. 71 similar to Doll's Leichter Unterricht, Die Franklin Harmonie uses the four-shape system of little and smith and typeset printing. The book also begins similarly to Doll's with an introduction and rudiments that, again, point directly to the influence of The Easy Instructor. 72 What leads Grimminger to label Die Franklin Harmonie as an acculturated tunebook, however, is the greater preponderance of the english language and Anglo-American musical contents. While the title page is only in German, the rudiments are given in separate German and english sections. Within the tunebook, 122 of the 184 pieces have bilingual texts, the rest being entirely German, and tunes from the Anglo-American tradition have english titles. The contents show a mix of German and english tunes, including the traditional German chorales and several well-known selections of American hymnody, with preference actually being shown for the latter. 73 Within the repertoire of American tunes is Samantha, the exceptional tune from the brandstetter book. 74 In Die Franklin Harmonie, the spelling of the tune's title and the verse text match those found in maria brandstetter's tunebook (see fig. 11 ). because of its cursive titling, two-voice setting, blank treble voice, and lack of a poetic meter and German text, Samantha is still an anomaly within the context of the brandstetter book. And yet this possible connection to rothbaust's publication would support the theory of the 1820 date on the brandstetter book being the year compilation began, rather than the year of completion. Additionally, this connection suggests that multiple publications may act as sources for the manuscript's contents. relating the brandstetter book to rothbaust's collection would also indicate a continued exchange between Germans in western maryland and those in southeastern Pennsylvania, especially those in the harrisburg area, where we know members of the brandstetter clan lived and worked. linking brandstetter to Die Franklin Harmonie also suggests a possible source for the German chorale music within the manuscript tunebook, though three of the thirty-one brandstetter chorales remain unaccounted for.
While Die Franklin Harmonie is illustrative of the continuing process of acculturation within the German community and offers a tie between the brandstetter book and another printed tunebook, one with a distinctly German influence, an earlier rothbaust compilation outside of Grimminger's study is even more intriguing in its relationship with the brandstetter tunebook. In 1807 rothbaust brought out his Geistliche Tonkunst, a German-language collection of mostly chorale tunes in three voices, though there are several Anglo-American tunes using Germanonly texts (see fig. 12 ). 75 The text and bar lines in Geistliche Tonkunst are printed, but the notation (in shapes) is written entirely by hand, either by rothbaust himself or by another copier. many of the english tunes in this rothbaust publication can also be found in the brandstetter book, but several are missing, and three of the shared english tunes do not have matching German texts.
A comparison of the chorale repertoire of the two tunebooks reveals the influence of Geistliche Tonkunst on brandstetter. All of the chorale tunes within the brandstetter tunebook can be found within rothbaust's 1807 collection, with one exception. Though rothbaust's chorales are in three voices (the brandstetter book is almost always in two voices), the majority of the lead and bass voices are identical, with some subtle ornamentation added to a few of the melodies in the brandstetter book. The two German tunes with the third treble voice in the brandstetter book (figs. 7 and 8) are nearly duplicates of those found in rothbaust (see figs. 13 and 14), the differences being in either barring or altered rhythmic values. These changes may be explained by variations in performance done at maria brandstetter's singing school, or that these were exercises in dictation or rhythmic transcription. In terms of text, only two of the chorales do not have matching verses-perhaps the singing master or maria preferred other texts. 76 All of the other differences observed by the author appear to be simple mistakes that one might expect from a young music student: placing a note on the wrong line or space (though the correct shape was used), altering a tone with a sharp rather than a natural, or filling in the note head to make it a quarter note when it should have been a half note. 77 The two most intriguing relationships between the chorales of the brandstetter tunebook and those of rothbaust's Geistliche Tonkunst are the orders of the chorales in each book and the tune "himmels sonne, seelen Wonne." Though the numbers on the chorales in the two tunebooks do not match, their sequences are congruent; that is, if you were to flip through the chorale tunes in brandstetter (from page 1 to the final page), you would similarly proceed through those in the rothbaust. The first twenty chorales in the brandstetter tunebook are pages 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 25 , and 27; the corresponding chorales in rothbaust are numbered 1, 2, 3, 10b, 11, 12t, 12b, 14b, 14t, 15, 17, 23, 24, 25, 26, 25b, 30, 40, 41, and 46. 78 It is hard to know exactly what this relationship means, but it is unique to maria brandstetter's book and Geistliche Tonkunst-this relationship is not true of Doll's Leichter Unterricht or Die Franklin Harmonie. Perhaps maria's singing school was working its way through the Geistliche Tonkunst from beginning to end, and these were chorales on which the instructor was particularly keen. or they were favorites of maria as she learned to sing.
The next chorale in the brandstetter book, "himmels sonne, seelen Wonne" (heaven's sun, soul's rapture) is on page 29 (see fig. 15 ) and is exceptional among the German songs. The tune is not listed in the index of Geistliche Tonkunst, but in the copy I viewed it is handwritten on a blank, unnumbered page prior to the introduction and rudiments (see fig. 16 ). This is unique to this particular book and a remarkable coincidence. Perhaps the tune was added by the book's owner, mary Gaseman, around the year 1818, although her purpose for doing so is uncertain. 79 "himmels sonne, seelen Wonne" is based on an earlier english tune that was in print in the united states more than a decade before rothbaust's 1807 publication. 80 reflecting the ongoing German American cultural exchange, this tune became more popular within the migrant German community in the nineteenth century, evidenced by its appearance in Figure 15 . "himmels sonne, seelen Wonne" from page 29 of the brandstetter tunebook. Figure 16 . "himmels sonne, seelen Wonne" preceding the introductory material in Geistliche Tonkunst.
German-language tunebooks, including rothbaust's 1821 Die Franklin
Harmonie, though set to a different text. 81 What seems most compelling about this tune's presence is that the versions found in the brandstetter book and the copy of Geistliche Tonkunst pictured above are nearly exact matches in terms of both tune and text, and these are the only two known sources with this relationship. A possible explanation for this coincidence is that mary Gaseman and maria brandstetter both attended singing schools taught by the same instructor. The presumed locations of the two books' owners support this connection. mary Gaseman is thought to be from Franklin County, Pennsylvania, and we know that the brandstetter book emanates from Washington County, maryland, which shares a border with Franklin County. 82 This coterminous relationship would certainly allow for the two singers to have attended singing schools led by the same German singing master, a master who had an affinity for rothbaust's Geistliche Tonkunst and "himmels sonne, seelen Wonne." This connection, though fascinating, is speculative and requires research beyond the scope of this article.
Turning back to the brandstetter book's relationship with the rest of Geistliche Tonkunst, we should note that the similar order of chorales we observed between brandstetter and rothbaust has now been upset. significantly, that pattern remains broken, since the final eleven chorales in the brandstetter book are pulled seemingly at random from pages 21-90 in Geistliche Tonkunst. 83 This may suggest that at a certain level of advancement, the singing school could move around the book or choose specific songs to challenge students or teach particular musical lessons; or maybe these were simply selected as enjoyable tunes to perform and record. surely, the shared aspects of rothbaust's 1807 publication and the brandstetter book further imply that the German communities of western maryland in the early nineteenth century maintained cultural, if not physical, connections with the Pennsylvania Germans. It should also be noted that the city of publication for Geistliche Tonkunst-hanover-is in York County, Pennsylvania, which is just south of harrisburg and borders maryland on its southern edge. If maria brandstetter did not have direct contact with Geistliche Tonkunst, her musical life indicates that she would have known much of rothbaust's musical contents and practices.
looking back at Grimminger's work, the publication of both "adaptive" and "acculturated" tunebooks and their gradual transition in contents and appearance toward Anglo-American models happened in about twenty years (ca. 1807-27). Notably, nearly all of the printed adaptive books Grimminger surveyed were published in harrisburg and were compiled and/or printed by John Wyeth. 84 Wyeth's connection to these volumes of mixed ethnic influence further demonstrates his awareness of the German population's attraction to shape notes and American hymnody. The time and location are also important: these mixed German American shape-note tunebooks emanated from eastern Pennsylvania in the first three decades of the nineteenth century, just north of, and contemporary with, the origins of the brandstetter tunebook.
Grimminger's examination of the Anglicization of printed German tunebooks reveals the cultural changes occurring in German American communities. The first two decades of the nineteenth century witnessed requests within lutheran congregations of Philadelphia for english services, a request that had to be granted by the courts in 1817. 85 The education of youths also received a bilingual approach, evidenced by one local pastor's observation in an 1813 article defending the continued use of the German language: "It is almost common practice, especially in the cities and along the borders, to raise the children entirely in the english language and irresponsibly to neglect preparing them for German-language worship." The pastor goes on to write, "If one allowed the youth to learn english, and learn it well, no reasonable person could object to that . . . but to separate them entirely from German worship and from their church presupposes a religious indifference and a great preference on the part of their parents for what is temporal." 86 Despite living in somewhat isolated communities, the demands of daily life pushed many immigrants and their offspring to adjust to their Anglo-American environment. similar to the printed adaptive tunebooks of Pennsylvania studied by Grimminger and closely related to the brandstetter tunebook are the manuscript Notenbüchlein collected and analyzed by suzanne Gross. 87 The Notenbüchlein were small, handwritten tunebooks containing a mixture of German and American tunes, ranging from monophonic chorale and hymn melodies to three-and four-voice choral arrangements. According to Gross, the books were produced by singing masters in the Franconia mennonite Conference as gifts for their most promising music students beginning in the late eighteenth century. 88 This particular mennonite group is found in the Pennsylvania counties of bucks, montgomery, and Chester, just north and west of Philadelphia.
Despite belonging to Grimminger's sektenleute, the Franconia mennonites were not isolationists. They associated regularly with their neighbors and were a part of the wider "Pennsylvania German" region and culture. Their interaction with lutheran and reformed believers gave them exposure to the hymnody of Church Germans. 89 because of this, Franconian Notenbüchlein reflect the Anglo-American influences observed in the adaptive tunebooks of the Kirchenleute.
Franconian Notenbüchlein take the oblong shape of other American tunebooks, measuring on average 9.5-10 by 15.5-17 centimeters. The title pages make use of Fraktur and include the owner's name, the year of compilation, and usually the name of the singing school the student attended. often following the title page is a short "Introduction to the rudiments" that varies in length and content from book to book.
Nonetheless, explanations concerning notation were regularly included until 1817, and the four-syllable-fa-sol-la-mi-system is more often used than the German alphabet system for the naming of notes. Also beginning in 1817, note heads are in shapes, complementing the apparently popular four-syllable solmization method. 90 musically, the contents of these manuscript books rely heavily on German sources, though there are inconsistencies in the melodies between different Notenbüchlein (usually as created through the addition of passing tones). Gross and Wesley berg believe that these deviations result from the singing master transcribing melodies for students from an oral tradition, where embellishments added by individual singers led to changes in the recorded melodic lines. 91 In addition, a small but significant number of tunes come directly from the Anglo-American tradition, including thirteen identified fuging tunes and twenty hymn tunes, implying contact with the American sacred music tradition. 92 The shared Anglo-American borrowings between the Notenbüchlein and adaptive tunebooks suggest that the Franconia mennonite singing schools may indicate a broader cultural practice, among German singing masters, of creating personal tunebooks for their own students. Alternatively, the creation of these tunebooks may have been in part the work of singing school students, copying tunes and completing exercises to facilitate the learning process. 93 And these Franconian Notenbüchlein are just a subset of other southeastern Pennsylvania manuscript tunebooks created for or by singing school students. 94 The brandstetter tunebook shares a number of characteristics with both adaptive tunebooks and Notenbüchlein, further suggesting a connection with the Pennsylvania Germans.
In short, the immigrant Germans of Pennsylvania brought to America a well-established tradition of sacred music based on the singing of chorales. Despite the chorale's long-standing place in German culture, the developing American hymnody held a certain appeal, especially for the younger, more Americanized generations of lutheran and reformed Germans. because of this, German and American influences can be seen commingling on the pages of German American tunebooks (published mainly in harrisburg) near the beginning of the nineteenth century. over a span of two decades, the balance of music in the tunebooks tipped toward the American style as it slowly supplanted the German chorale tradition. Contemporarily, Franconian mennonite singing masters were producing handmade Notenbüchlein. beginning in the early 1800s, these manuscript tunebooks began to share a number of characteristics with the lutheran and reformed adaptive tunebooks. These shared qualities demonstrate an exchange between differing denominations within the German community and open the possibility that Notenbüchlein were a product of other German communities outside the Franconia mennonites.
The musical culture of the Pennsylvania Dutch, represented by adaptive tunebooks and Notenbüchlein, accompanied the German population of Pennsylvania migrating into western maryland, the provenance of maria brandstetter's tunebook.
German American Hymnody in Western Maryland
We know very little about music in the frontier region of maryland at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The German families settling the area were prized for their husbandry and prosperity and were reported to be hard-working farmers, laborers, and craftsmen. but rarely does one find descriptions of professional musicians or musical activities, with the exception of occasional newspaper advertisements for music lessons or singing school. Despite this state of affairs, the pious quality of the population and their roots in the long musical traditions of Germany resulted in some form of sacred music performance. Though rare, extant printed and manuscript sources from the region give a consistent view of musical life in the mountains, where German and Anglo-American influences intermingled, and connections to the developing American hymn tradition were made.
Tunebooks from the mountains of maryland reflect the divided German and American influences observed in the Pennsylvania Dutch adaptive tunebooks and Notenbüchlein. 95 And yet German migration is only part of this music's story in western maryland. There is evidence that the Germans of maryland were actively creating tunebooks that would serve the sacred music needs of their community, even before the popular German American tunebooks were printed in Pennsylvania.
From the work of edward C. Wolf, we know that in hagerstown, maryland, a tunebook compiled and edited by the local church musician Adam Arnold was issued by the press of prominent Washington County, maryland, printer Johann Gruber in 1803. 96 The tunebook was entirely in German, and the short version of the title read Geistliche TonKunst. 97 It was of the typical oblong shape and contained the usual pedagogical introduction of contemporary Anglo-American tunebooks. Wolf states that this maryland tunebook served as the model for rothbaust's similarly named publication from 1807 (discussed above). he notes the derivative title and points out that rothbaust's foreword and theoretical introduction are duplications of those in Arnold's Geistliche Ton-Kunst.
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of course, the introductions of rothbaust's publications have been connected to the introductory material of little and smith's The Easy Instructor in translation, suggesting that Arnold also made use of little and smith's wording. 99 The contents of Arnold's Geistliche Ton-Kunst are divided between German chorales and other sacred but nonchorale works. many of the non-chorale-based pieces are from the Anglo-American hymn tradition and were given english titles-though the texts are in German. Geistliche Ton-Kunst, then, can be considered an adaptive tunebook: the book's format, introductory material, and musical selections are partially from the Anglo-American tradition, though the German language and chorales are the dominant features of the collection. Interestingly, this western maryland tunebook predates the adaptive Pennsylvania tunebooks that Grimminger examined, the earliest of which dates from 1810.
The book's contents are clearly divided along German and American lines. of its sixty-four tunes, thirty-nine are from the standard chorale repertoire, and twenty-two carry english tune names and style traits; the remaining songs are chorale-like German pieces. In the index to the tunebook, Arnold separated the two types of tunes, despite their being mixed within the book's pages. 100 The Anglo-American tunes are taken directly from the American hymn tradition, and the book includes a number of old favorites that had been a part of the popular American repertoire for decades. 101 Arnold defends his inclusion of the non-German pieces in his foreword, explaining that he made these selections "for the inspiration and use of young people for singing" (edward Wolf's translation). This illustrates that the divide in generational tastes observed in Pennsylvania Dutch adaptive tunebooks was also at work among maryland Germans. 102 Despite the forward-looking nature of Arnold's compilation, there were areas for improvement. similar to rothbaust's 1807 Geistliche Tonkunst, at the time of printing, Johann Gruber did not own any musical typeface; because of this, the words and staves were printed, but, like rothbaust, Gruber added in the notes by hand. This certainly limited the supply of available tunebooks and made the idea of multiple editions a rather tedious (and apparently nonexistent) prospect. 103 Also, western maryland was a rural frontier region, inhabited by more rugged farmers and laborers than educated professionals. This meant that musical literacy was a more uncommon skill, just as it had been in the rural areas of the Northeast. The effectiveness of singing schools has been demonstrated, and the popularity and preference for shape notation in the schools was made even more apparent by the incorporation of shaped note heads into German tunebooks and Notenbüchlein as early as 1807. Arnold's book, however, did not use shape notes; whether this was due to preference or uncertainty surrounding the effectiveness of the shape-note system is not known; The Easy Instructor, of course, did not gain wide success until its 1805 Albany printing, postdating Arnold's 1803 compilation.
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The one extant copy of Arnold's tunebook belonged to rebecca henkel of New market, Virginia, reflecting the geographic range of Geistliche TonKunst. 105 New market lies just twenty miles north of harrisonburg, the home of the Kentucky Harmony compiler, Ananias Davisson, and about fifty miles south of Winchester, a hub for shape-note publications in the shenandoah Valley beginning in 1832. 106 Wolf theorizes that rebecca was a member of the henkel family of lutheran pastors and publishers in New market. In addition, Wolf discovered that maryland's Johann Gruber supplied the type for the henkels when they established their press in 1806. 107 This shows that years before John Wyeth's publications there was cultural exchange between marylanders and Virginians of the shenandoah Valley and that early American hymnody existed in the valley via a collection created by a western maryland compiler.
The presence of Arnold's tunebook in maryland indicates that Germans living in the western mountains sought a medium for sacred music performance before the major publications of John Wyeth. That a copy of the tunebook came from the shenandoah Valley and that the book's printer, Johann Gruber, was doing business in New market demonstrates a connection between valley communities and residents of western maryland. most importantly, Arnold's Geistliche Ton-Kunst offers proof that American hymnody had flowed into western maryland on its southwestward journey, leaving open the possibility for shape notes, and that the growing repertoire associated with the notational system had become part of the musical culture in the region.
The communities in and around western maryland have produced manuscript tunebooks that pre-and postdate the brandstetter tunebook. The tunebooks of Johannes schley (ca. 1760) and Catharine Feagley (1824) resemble brandstetter's personalized, handwritten creation, and they focus on sacred song. schley's and Feagley's books also represent two ends of the changing German American culture that Grimminger examined using printed Pennsylvania Dutch tunebooks. 108 Johannes Thomas schley was a first-generation resident of Frederick, maryland, and served as the schoolmaster for the town's German reformed Church beginning in the mid-1740s. 109 When he arrived in America, he had already received his education in Germany, which presumably included his musical education. his tunebook is one of the more elaborate manuscript books available, epitomizing schley as a musician and artist with relatively sophisticated, european-based musical training and roots in the German Protestant musical tradition. The book contains over 150 pieces, many of them for four voices. The only language used throughout the tunebook is German, except for a few short notes and a poem in english added into the back of the book that briefly explain the source's lineage. 110 Preceding the book's index is a short rudiments section that identifies and explains theoretical items such as clefs, key signatures, and time signatures. A portion of the rudiments is dedicated to properly performing solfège using the standard seven-syllable european system (ut-re-mi-fa-sol-la-si). The musical notation is strictly in round notes.
The German chorale repertoire and psalms make up the musical contents of the manuscript, the only exception being one of schley's own songs. The chorales are usually set in four voices, with the chorale's text underlying the lead melody, which is in the top stave (see fig. 17 ). The psalms are also set in four voices, but without texts. Comparing the chorales in the brandstetter book with those found in schley reveals somewhat more elaborate arrangements, particularly in the figuration of the bass voice; the basic harmonic structure and actual chorale tune, however, are comparable (see figs. 17 and 18 ). Catharine Feagley's tunebook is illustrative of a later phase of cultural assimilation. The book's title page reveals that the manuscript was created by John shrode for miss Catharine Feagley on may 4, 1824. This dedication connects the Feagley manuscript with the German gifting tradition noted earlier; the book's music, however, stems directly from the Anglo-American tradition, with english as the only language. shape notes are used throughout, and each tune is labeled clearly with its english title and the poetic meter, as would be expected from contemporary shape-note sources (see fig. 19 ).
It is difficult to place the exact origin of the Feagley tunebook. but the tunes included, its use of shape notation, its date, and the absence of influence from more southern tunebooks all suggest that it comes from Pennsylvania or maryland. 111 The surnames of the book's creator and owner imply a German heritage as well, a characteristic of much of Pennsylvania and western maryland in the early nineteenth century. more importantly, the Feagley manuscript reflects the Anglo-American hymn tradition in the mid-1820s. shape notes and the repertoire to which they were connected were becoming a more dominant force within rural communities of German heritage, supplanting the old World's chorales. Catharine Feagley's tunebook, compiled only a couple of generations after schley's, displays no hints of any previous German heritage.
The brandstetter tunebook presents a culturally richer and more diverse musical picture, serving as a midpoint between sources like schley and Feagley. brandstetter delineates how the acculturation process occurred gradually, with immigrant communities holding onto their old World traditions while integrating the practices of their new homeland. These manuscript sources give scholars the opportunity to see this process unfold at the most personal local level, creating a more defined and complete picture of the German immigrant experience in the hinterlands of Pennsylvania and western maryland. having thus gained knowledge of the background of this carefully preserved manuscript compilation of tunes, we can now try to answer the question about its compiler: Who was maria brandstetter?
Identifying Maria Brandstetter
At the turn of the nineteenth century, four possible "maria" brandstetters were living in Washington County, maryland. The eldest, magdalena, was a daughter-in-law of the first settler, mathias. she was also the grandmother of the three other "marias." little is known about these young brandstetter girls, as their marriage records have not been found, making the lives of these three women nearly impossible to track. It is certain that one of the granddaughters, marianna, was baptized in 1804 at the German reformed church in hagerstown. The other two "marias," mary and mary Ann, were sisters and marianna's cousins. mary's and mary Ann's birthdates are unknown, but their eldest sister, elizabeth, was baptized in the same church as marianna in 1801, likely making their births sometime within the next ten years or so. 112 Although ownership of the tunebook cannot be determined with certainty, the conventions of the singing school, particularly in relation to the age of participants, may provide hints about the identity of "maria."
As Irving lowens and others have demonstrated, singing school students tended to be young people, often teenagers, and the institution was seen as a social event, offering young singers a chance to sing, mingle with the opposite sex, and later walk each other home (this is true of both American and German singing schools). 113 birth and death dates of magdalena (the eldest "maria") are uncertain, but the 1800 census lists her as being between the ages of twenty-five and forty-five. by the 1810 census she was over forty-five years old. Assuming the youngest possible age, magdalena would have been born by 1764. her will was administered in 1832. Assuming that she died that year, the youngest magdalena could have been was sixty-eight years old. Though this is a fairly long lifetime, this would make her husband seventeen years her senior. While possible, it seems more likely that she was older, maybe by more than a decade. even so, magdalena would have been at least fifty-six when the brandstetter tunebook was made-significantly older than the average singing school participant.
The younger "maria" candidates were probably born sometime between 1801 and 1811 (considering baptismal dates and their siblings' ages), meaning that in 1820 they would have been between the ages of nine and nineteen, with marianna (whose birth year is almost certainly 1804) about sixteen years old. This age range is far more typical of singing school students. since the tunebook shows a number of qualities similar to the Notenbüchlein discussed earlier (i.e., it has mixed German and American influences, it is handwritten and personalized, and it uses shaped notation), the idea of the brandstetter tunebook being a gift for a promising young music student or a copybook for her to use in and out of school seems reasonable. maria brandstetter's family history and tunebook fit well within the history and music of German immigrant families in early nineteenthcentury America. The family's presence between Dauphin County, Pennsylvania, and Washington County, maryland, places them along the migratory route many Germans followed beginning in the eighteenth century. The characteristics of the brandstetter tunebook show a mixture of German and American influences: it contains music from both ethnic traditions, english and German texts, and a format reminiscent of American publications. Its date (1820) places the book within the time period when other published and personal adaptive tunebooks originated. The location in western maryland offers physical evidence of the type of sacred music performed by Germans in the region. Finally, the tunebook's shape-note hymns can be traced back to their original published source, giving this book a place within the chronology and geography of shape-note hymnody between the influential Pennsylvania publication of John Wyeth in 1810 and the pivotal Kentucky Harmony, compiled by Ananias Davisson in Virginia in 1816.
Though small and modest in content, maria brandstetter's tunebook reveals much about German American culture and the dissemination of shape-note hymnody in the early nineteenth century. It serves as another illustration of the migrating Germans' adaptive nature, balancing their heritage with the music of the New World. The book also gives us examples of the sacred music heard and performed in the frontier region of western maryland, comparable to that of the surrounding areas of rural Pennsylvania and Virginia. As an illustration of shape-note music's dissemination, the tunebook acts as a link between eastern Pennsylvania and the Valley of Virginia, two significant locations exhibiting shared musical characteristics but still lacking physical evidence of their connection in our current scholarship. Its origin in early nineteenth-century Washington County, maryland, and reliance on sources from harrisburg, Pennsylvania, bring shape-note hymnody across the mason-Dixon line and connects the tradition with one of its pivotal compilers in harrisonburg, Virginia. Finally, the brandstetter book suggests that the study of personal manuscript sources alongside published tunebooks offers scholars a more complete view of shape-note dissemination, German American musical practice, and the cultural development of early American sacred song. 2. In this article, "chorale" refers to the congregational hymn sung in German Protestant worship services.
Appendix. An Index to the Brandstetter Tunebook
3. Fuging tunes are compositions inspired by earlier english works and became a favorite style among early American composers. The music normally begins in a chordal, homophonic setting followed by a contrapuntal section with staggered entrances, often using slight imitation (but certainly not to the degree of a classical "fugue") and textual overlap. Fuging tunes usually end with all the parts coming together for a final homophonic statement.
